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After I finished my first 3D animation "Render
Out,"
I quickly began developing the
story ofmy thesis movie, which I also submitted as a treatment for my Winter movie. At
that time I just had some gags and fragments of camera shots in mind, and Skip Battaglia,
my faculty advisor also thought the story didn't have much animation and was too short
to tell a story. Beyond that, I had two concerns. The first was that this film could not be
done in one Quarter. The second was that I lacked the 3D knowledge and techniques to
complete it.
Back in 1998 when I first came to the U.S., my first stop was New York City. As a fine
arts major in my undergraduate studies, I was very excited and lingered in galleries and
museums everyday before I came to Rochester. I saw a lot of artworks that I had seen in
books before. To view art pieces first hand reinforces my admiration of history and is a
great encouragement for me to provoke originality in myself. Later on whenever I had a
chance to visit New York City, I visited the Metropolitan Museum, which would become
the inspiration for my thesis story.
I like to observe people in the museum as well as appreciate artworks, especially in the
Metropolitan Museum. People come there from all over the world; everybody is a
stranger to each other. But here you can see the universal parts of human creativity. The
appearances of art pieces are so distinct that it seems they are alive and can tell their own
stories.
I designed my main character in the story as
an old man with the wisdom to see through
things while enjoying himself in appreciating what he finds
in the museum. The story
takes place in an oriental art department. Two guards made of terra-cotta have been
highlighted in the center of the room, and some sculptures and china are displayed in the
cases against the walls. The room is mysterious and dark inside.
In my story, the artworks in the exhibition room have their own world that they don't
want humans to break into. When there is a visitor in the room, they adopt their normal
poses according to human expectations. Armand, the main character, is the one to break
into their world, and with an utter innocence, he keeps his secret and shares a precious
personal moment with the artworks.
Character Development
I first created Armand, the main character in my film in character drawing class. He was
designed as a chefwith friendly, careful, and enthusiastic characteristics. For my thesis, I
reshaped him in 3D and cast him to play a role in my new film. Basically he is a chubby,
middle-aged man with a nose so wide that it still can be seen from his back. For contrast,
he has a small pair of eyes and ears. His head is one fourth of his height. The overlying
shapes are constructed around the idea of a sphere, which I intended to convey a feeling
of cuddliness pleasing to the audience. His big mustache serves mainly to exaggerate his
facial expressions and make clear his mood, as well as to give me space to add a
secondary motion when animating. Armand is the storyteller in my movie, so most of the
time he is the focus of the camera or the camera is shooting from his point of view. He
introduces the other two guards when he walks toward them. Armand is impressed by
their imposing and antique appearance.
The more cartoony a character is the more emphasis can be applied to a character's facial
expressions. A year ago when I found a book introducing ancient Chinese clay sculpture,
I saw some interesting looking works with funny poses. They are not meticulous art for
nobles, but they come closer to illustrating common people's daily life and activities.
Their appearance inspired me to imagine some gags and later I composed several
fragments into the story.
The smiling guard who switched
legs in the movie is a mischievous and curious guy,
while the angry-looking guard is in fact a good-natured man with somewhat nervous and
worried characteristics. The idea of how they will react to circumstances, and their
behaviors came to mind when I first saw two soldiers with funny faces in a book about
the North Dynasty (400-500 A.D.) of China. This inspired me to imagine characteristics
of figures from their looks and postures then expanding the rest ideas from that basis. The
animation of the two guards stresses more on their facial changes than body movements.
Their presence is the core for the whole story, as well as a support for Armand's reaction.
Besides two guards, I made some cute small props like a little man, a dog, and a goat next
to a shepherd. They played an important part in the decoration of the scene, and they also
do some gags between themselves in their display cases. Because of the close-ups, each
character's animation was pretty independent. They were separated into small groups and
applied as a support to the whole story.
Modeling and Texturing
As I started building models, I evaluated all the props I needed to make in my movie. I
tried to settle down all the shots I have according to what I had already planned in my
storyboard. The main idea of my story was to show the doubt, mystery, and humor
between Armand and the artworks in the museum. In my mind, the position of the camera
was pretty close to each character and the scene should not be too bright. I supposed the
continuous camera cuts would build up the suspense of the mood. I tried to set up a rule
in my created world, that when the artworks move, they are always fast and always avoid
Armand's awareness.
The other thought behind the close-ups was that my main character, Armand, is very
cartoony and his appearance contrasted
with the artworks, which I intended to make as
real as I could. With a long shot I could not show textures in detail and would waste my
efforts and weaken the character's sense of confusion.
I started making my first character Armand using NURBS in Maya 2.5. The hardest part
ofArmand's head for me was positioning CVs around his lips, cheeks, and mouth cavity
in each facial expression. To express confusion, surprise, and nervousness of characters I
felt facial expressions were very critical. Except for hands and shoes, built from
polygons, Armand is composed of four lofted NURBS: head, collar, shirt, and pants. To
texture these parts, I converted them to polygons, then imported the models into
DeepPaint 3D to finish the final images and re-import them back into Maya.
To solve the texturing technique was the most difficult part of the whole process. There
were two concerns in this task. One was how to get the texture at the exact position I
wanted on my model. The other was how to fully control the appearance of the texture. I
found DeepPaint 3D was a very compatible tool for my job. I could work at home
painting on my Wacom tablet, then export layers of images to Photoshop to adjust
opacity and color variation. There was a time I became stuck at this difficulty and turned
to finishing my other models. After I came back, I spent many more hours struggling
with texturing, but looking back, I think the effort I put into it was worth it.
When Maya 3 came out, it featured a new function called subdivision surfaces that
combined the best aspects ofNURBS and polygonal modeling. A subdivision surface is a
smooth surface that is generated from an arbitrary control mesh. Using this approach I
continued working on my two
guards'
faces and it did save me a lot of effort on pulling
points that control chains ofmuscles. Once I had basic facial features, I could sculpt the
different characters I needed.
For texturing concerns, the remaining parts of the two guards were built in polygons, so
that I could later apply automatic mapping and export them as OBJ files to paint in
DeepPaint 3D. At this time I had solved all the texturing techniques I needed in my film,
so that sped up my progress to
the next step, binding the characters.
From my experiences in my last 3D movie, modeling was a very time consuming part of
the whole process. But it is worth it if the model turns out good and attractive. It also
becomes a big support when animating. As new techniques have been developing in the
industry, I took the chance when making my new animation to explore them as much as I
could. Different approaches to modeling have their advantages that can be utilized for
certain purposes in the movie.
Modeling is the process of visualizing a design into 3D space. Sometimes designs need to
be changed when sculpting sketches into 3D. I wanted the models I made to have
compatible polygonal faces in their geometry to make them smooth enough to hold the
texturing details when I drew on them in 3D paint software. At the same time, that would
take more time in rendering. After a test, the average rendering time was around five
minutes a frame. I thought that was acceptable for my timeline to finish the film.
Animation
Animating my characters to me is like casting myself to play different roles in my movie.
Except for common experiences such as how a human walks and behaves, the characters
I created and animated somewhat reflected a part ofmy own characteristics. I first came
to this department with merely a vague idea of how animation works. The aspect of
animation that had interested me was the consistently changeable images I saw more and
more frequently on TV and movies. As a painting major in my undergraduate education, I
felt I could do something with this medium, and that excited me.
After I came to study in animation program, I watched many works of animation done in
drawing, clay, puppet, and computer in my first year. Learning how a soundtrack works
with animation and how to make the elements synchronize. I started to generate ideas of
what I am going to do with my work.
After I explored some animation theories and
principles, I started to pay more attention to the movements of humans and animals, and
to the characteristics and behaviors of figures in the movies. I found the main idea of
animation theories was to exaggerate in many aspects from common experiences, such as
action and reaction, expressions, time space, volumes, weights, feelings, etc. These are
just some of the reasons why good animation becomes successful and attractive to
audiences.
Armand is the main character in my film. I hoped I could make the audience aware of his
characteristics and personality through his movements. He appeared slow and steady, but
when he found something had changed with the artworks, he expressed himself a sense of
naivete and curiosity. Armand always had an open mind and was driven by what he had
seen in any circumstance inmuseum.
Contrary to Armand, the other characters in my film appear more hasty, because they
were afraid of being found to have their own world. For me, animating fast movement is
much easier than doing it in slow motion with periodic pauses, followed by returns to
motion. CG characters tend to get a dead-space feeling when moving too slow without
enough variations of detail or when starting and ending a movement at same speed and
same time.
It is natural for me to move myself consistently without self-consciousness, but to
recreate a sequence ofmovement fictitiously in visual is another experience. I have been
learning from watching good animations and paying more attention to details from life. In
"Rm2072,"
I think I am looking for a style of movement that can fit with a character's
look instead of representing realistic actions from life.
Set and Lighting
My animation could not be composed into a story if
I didn't have an appropriate set
design to drive Armand's path through the museum. The position and focal length of
cameras in my scenes was also driven by the interior arrangement of my set design.
Actually in the movie the audience wouldn't have any idea from which perspective they
were mainly viewing the scene. I wanted the audience to pay more attention to my
characters rather than to the set that contains some other artworks in the background, but
I still wanted the numbers ofworks to be enough to give a feeling of a museum.
For the set design, I borrowed a lot from the Metropolitan Museum. I went down to New
York City during Quarter breaks to do some sketches and take pictures for reference
when I was making models. At the same time I put myself in the environment to see if I
could get some new experience from the tourists. I felt the ideas between storyboard and
production still had some space to improve and refine while the process was going on.
To make the audience focus on the artworks, the display room was lit by spot lights that
aim at the pieces in the room. Besides darkness, the atmosphere of the room was filled
with the penumbras of lights which made the room even more mysterious in some ways.
The reference pictures I had taken in the MetropolitanMuseum really helped me to set up
the feeling of the whole scene. From my experience in "Render
Out,"
I spent too much
time on modeling, a lot ofwhich never even showed up in the movie. This time I took the
camera view and the set design as a whole, so after I finished the rough cuts, I started to
add more props into my scenes as needed. Through this approach, I utilized my efforts in
an efficient manner and pushed the process to keep to my schedule and to the deadline.
Conclusion
"Rm2072"
was my second film made using 3D techniques. The whole production
process from brain-storming an idea to screening took almost one year to finish. I hope
this will be the representative work ofmy three
years'
study in animation. In this film, I
made my first 3D human being with characteristic facial expressions and applied
knowledge and skills that I had learned to finish in the schedule I made. Undoubtedly, it
means a lot to me. Based on this experience, I now have more confidence and ambition to
make another film for myself.
During my post-production, I worked constantly with my thesis committees and
composer. I want to thank Maria Schweppe, Skip Battaglia, and Howard Lester for their
support, trust, and approval, since I didn't have my final rendering, but showed them only
a play blast ofmy entire film. Maria helped me with some final touches to the story line
and the details of
characters'
acting. Skip and Howard worked with me through every
shot on pacing and gave me suggestions on editing. Any changes in editing required me
to send an updated version to my composer, Neil Larson, who had written a comedy
score for my last film "Render
Out."
Larson created a wonderful sound track to sync the
animation and brought my vision of
"Rm2072"
to a new level; even though I had seen it
a lot of times.
Although it was an independent project, people here in this department work as a group. I
have got a lot of help and advice from my classmates and faculties during my production
process. As an international student, sometimes it was a dilemma to choose between
spending more time on computer dealing with technical problems, or putting more time
into hanging out with friends to improve my English. Maybe it was just like life; if one
thought more comprehensively, one would be aware that there are always too many
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In Close-up, an old man stands in front of a display window looking at works or art in a
museum. The breath from his nostrils fog the window in two circles. Through the
window, the expressions on his face show his concentration and nervousness. He turns
and strolls to other displays holding his hands behind his back. Whenever he turns away
the art pieces behind him move a little.
When he enters another room, two Chinese ceramic statutes catch his eyes. He looks
away, then walks forward to take a closer look. The two statutes stand in different
postures; one lifts up his left leg and looks mad, while the other stands securely with a
smile. The old man scans every detail of the two statues and with his mouth mumbling,
his appreciation of the works is apparent.
After the old man leaves, the statues glance at each other. The one standing on one leg
switches his leg after he makes sure no one is watching. After a while, the old man
returns and passes by the display, he notice something different with the statues. He looks
at them with curiosity and confusion, trying to remember the original position by posing
himself like the statues. The old man becomes engrossed in trying to remember and
posing that he stop looking at the statues.
At the sight of the old man's actions, the two statues look at each other; one is sweating
nervously and the other is laughing. The one statue who is standing on one leg switches
back to the original posture, but this time he is seen by old man who steps forward staring
at the eyes of the statue. Their eyes meet quickly. Meanwhile, another person comes in
and walks to this window. The old man adjusts his glasses and turns back walking away




Estimate In kind Actual





Animate 1110 1100 10
Character Design 2910 2900 10
3D modeling 3000 3000 0
Image Retouching 8000 8000 0









Orb Drive 300 0 300



























Spring Quarter 2000 Treatment and Storyboard
Summer Quarter 2000 Modeling
Fall Quarter 2000 Modeling and Texturing
Winter Quarter 2001 Animating and Rendering
Spring Quarter 2001 Rendering, Editing, and Screening
Summer Quarter 2001 Thesis Report
Marketing Plan
Animation and Film Festivals
AnimeatAFIFest2001 November Hollywood, CA




Asia Computer Animation Festival December Singapore
Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Festival February Clermont-Ferrand,
France
British Animation Awards March London, England
Stuttgart International Animated Film
Festival
March Stuttgart, Germany
Vancouver Effects & Animation
Festival
April Vancouver, Canada
West Coast Student Film Festival April San Francisco, CA
SIGGRAPH July San Antonio, TX
Anima Mundi July Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Hiroshima 2002 Festival August Hiroshima, Japan
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